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Chairman’s Communique

Dear Students,
I am excited to engage with you through these pages and keep you up to date on the changes
happening in our industry and profession. Every time we communicate, I notice the passing of
time and feel as though I have a lot to get done in the little time I have available. But I'm confident
that if we work hard together this year, we'll be able to complete the mission successfully.
Your words of support and encouragement would be a great source of motivation for me.

1st May is celebrated as Maharashtra day & International Worker’s Day, as it is a celebration of
the spirit, rights and solidarity of workers and employees.

We express our thoughts that, in order to carry on the heritage and tradition of integrity,
independence, and excellence established and fostered by our predecessors and seniors
through our mission to serve members and students. Let's promise to collaborate as a team
with the proper mind-set and optimistic approach to achieve the objectives we have established.

There were numerous Initiatives taken by the WICASA, Vasai Branch of WIRC, ICAI

Library facility was started for May’23 exam students and the advantage of the same was availed
by the students in the large and I request readers of this newsletter to take the advantage of the
library in future also.

Mock test for the foundation students were held from 22nd May’23 to 25th May’23 and the
students have attended in large; I appreciate the students who are participating for the Mock
test because it helps to rectify the mistakes done during the examination.

I also thanks students for taking participation in large in the monthly quiz competition & winners
are also announced in the subsequent month newsletter.

Finally, the monsoon season will arrive, & the abundant rains are being greeted with open arms.
In India, the monsoon season has long been seen as a time for innovation and fresh starts.
Indians, who live in an agrarian civilization & have milder summers than the West, look forward
to and even worship rain.

I conclude by using a succinct quote:
No one who does good work will ever come to a bad end either here or in the world to come - 
Bhagavad Gita

With Warm
Professional Regards
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Message Chairman - WICASA
From Chairman’s Desk

Dear Students,

Trust that you would have written May 2023 Examinations fairly well and hope that you will come
out in flying colours, at the time of announcement of the result. 

Many of you would have taken up the examinations by burning the midnight oil, putting in all 
efforts. In spite of that, few of you would not have written as per your expectations. 
Students, at times we have to expect the unexpected. Hope for the best and be positive. 

The more positive energy you draw to yourself, the more strength and will power you will 
generate within you to pursue your dreams. Therefore, become a powerhouse of positive 
energy and radiate your positivity amongst your friends and strengthen the CA student fraternity.

During this month of examination Wicasa Vasai has not organised so many programs except
Mock Test for the students of foundation which is helpful for students to test themselves before
the final exams.

My best wishes for the students going to appear for the Foundation Examinations this month.

You can achieve all your dreams through dedication, commitment, discipline, perseverance,
passion and most importantly by believing in yourself.

Before I conclude, I request all of your Cooperation and Participation for our Upcoming events
and Programs.

CA Aba Parab 
Chairman – VASAI BRANCH OF WICASA
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As we all know the faceless assessment scheme was introduced by the government in order to
increase transparency, efficiency and accountability in the assessment proceedings. Moreover,
there will be no human interface during the assessment proceedings which is one of the good
measure and a big move taken by the government to transform India into digitally empowered 
society and growing economy. The personal biasness like variety of favours given by assessing 
officer to the known or related assesse can be curtailed and minimized as all the assessment 
proceedings will be done via single gateway of communication i.e. National E-Assessment 
Centre located at Delhi. By the term faceless itself it is clear that the identity of the assessing 
officer will be undisclosed to the assesse or representative of the assessee, thereby corruption 
and illegal payments will be reduced to major extent. Now the tax payer will directly communicate 
to the assessing officer through Efiling portal, therefore the assessment will concluded by the 
officer only on the basis of the merits of the case. Even if personal hearings will be required, 
the same will be done through video conferencing only. The National E-Assessment Centre will 
have different Regional E Assessment centres located in various cities. Returns of a taxpayer 
belonging to one city will be scrutinized anonymously by the assessing officer based in other 
city will abolish the territorial jurisdiction. 

The notices will be issued to the assessee using unique Document Identification Number (DIN) 
which in turn will used by the assessee while submitting the response electronically. All these 
aspects of the scheme will make the dynamic jurisdiction possible and will ease out tax 
compliance through uniformity. But the scheme to be effective needs to be implemented without 
any glitch or loopholes .As the faceless assessment scheme is based on artificial intelligence and 
machine learning sometimes there may be flaws in the assessment notices and orders issued. 
This will lead to unnecessary tension and burden to the assessee .Therefore human validation 
needs to be done in some risk areas before the same is flown to the taxpayer. Also as we all know
 India is a diversed country with different languages, political leanings, professional and personal 
backgrounds therefore introduction of said scheme may not be smooth and straightforward for 
country like india. As there can be some practical impossibilities associated with this scheme 
For example ,the case belonging to the assessee residing in Maharashtra comes under 
jurisdiction of Madhya Pradesh where assessee is required to provide the documentary 
evidences like rent deed, agreements etc. which h are basically made in there local language. 
Now the assessing officer of the Madhya Pradesh may face challenges while considering the 
same as the local language of Maharashtra might not be known to him/her. At last I want to 
conclude that faceless assessment scheme is one of the biggest direct tax reform in India and it 
will definitely bring a big change in income tax compliances and administration with passage of 
time. But for this to happen the faceless assessment scheme needs to be implemented in such a 
way that it is flawless and less error prone.

FACELESS ASSESSMENT IN INCOME

With best regards
Shikha Thakur

CRO0698062
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regula�ons. Meaning of Controlled Foreign Corpora�ons; CFC’s are 

separate legal en�ty, the profits earned by such CFC’s are not taxed at the owner level un�l they are 

etailed analysis of above men�oned defini�on: CFC’s are those corporate en��es which are 

avoidance, there is a great need of introducing CFC’s legisla�on in India.

Need of CFC legislation in India
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aviour from double taxation i.e., Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement (DTAA). Article 4 of DTAA’s 

Name: Darshan Shah 

Registration Number: WRO0707919 

Stage of C.A. curriculum: CA Finals 

Name of the firm: CNK & Associates LLP. 

Contact Number: 9222776572 

Topic of the article: Dual Residency 

Name of the article: Double Trouble 
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कोई नही ं  I  

कोई नही ं

िकसी का य ह ह ल नही ं

कोई नही ं

िकसी का य ह ह ल नही ं

इ स त र ह हारी नही ं जाती

िज़ंदगी ह र िकसी को िमल नही ं पाती

का अपनो से भी बढ़कर है

अरे य ह तो भरे जीवन से भी ब द त र है

ना करने का लेना अभी

खुद की जान लेने का नही ं होता कोई

नही ं होता कोई

अनुज जाजू

       Tearless Cry 

Children dying, Mother’s crying

I hate the pity preacher’s preach,

SUMMARY 
Poverty is a menace that tears the souls and offers the darkest of 
the nights and days without a ray of hope, sleepless sleep with 
dreams that have the lowest of probability. It offers no more than 
continuous sickness and pity gaze from so called “Normal 
Humans”. They have nowhere to go except the broken walls of the 
hut in anticipation of some ray of hope for food. 

 

Their bleak and crude conditions give them the fiery eyes 
questioning their survival with crumbled stomach, tattered clothes 
and dusted legs. Poverty has given them dry eyes as they have lost 
all their tears over the years. 

 

Bare survival has caused the death of many young children ripping 
their parents’ soul. The rich or even the middle class, news 
channels, politicians may pay their condolences but it is 
hallucinating for they forget the next second the gravity and the loss 
of the parents’ and their situation. 

 

All we can do is ask the universe and it’s people to extend a helping 
hand so they have the courage to vent out their emotions, express 
happiness or sadness, in pain or in gain, in life or in solace, which 
they have lost long way ago due to this backlash of poverty. 
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Organising of CA Students’ Talent Search, 2023 & Pitch Deck Competition and Elocution Contest 
on 11 Jun 2023 at 10 am to 1 pm  [ Followed by Lunch] 

 
Educational Visit –at Goverdhan Eco Village (Mini Vrindavan) on 24 Jun 2023 
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CONNECT US

Email ID 
Vasaibranch@gmail.com 

Website 
www.vasai.icai.org

Instagram Page
https://instagram.com/wicasa_vasai?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y= 

LinkedIn 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wicasa-vasai-749454271  


